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Arithmetic of 1 ÕF noise in a phase locked loop
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Frequency countings close to a phase locked zone in an electronic receiver show a 1/f power
spectral density. The noise scaling versus the frequency deviation and the open loop gain are found
from Adler’s model of the phase locked loop. This fully agrees with experiments performed at 5
MHz on a receiver with a Schottky diode mixer and a low pass filter. The 1/f amplitude and
frequency noise due to the whole set of~sub!harmonics is explained from a nonlinear mapping, with
a coupling coefficient related to the structure of prime numbers. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1465525#

The nature of the ubiquitous 1/f noise found in most
electronic circuits still remains uncertain.1,2 Despite our lack
of a universal accepted model we have at one’s disposal a
genuine generator of 1/f noise: the phase locked loop~PLL!
used in a FM radio receiver.3 In the time and frequency field,
it is used to register minute frequency fluctuations of an os-
cillator under test~rf! versus the frequency of a local oscil-
lator ~LO!. The measure of frequency fluctuations is in gen-
eral taken to be the Allan variance,4,5 that is the mean
squared values2(t) of the relative frequency deviation be-
tween adjacent samples in the time series, counted over an
integration timet. The loop includes a wide band mixer, a
low pass filter and an amplifier; the local oscillator is voltage
controlled.

Looking at the whole~sub!harmonic structure we estab-
lished that the open loop receiver realizes the continued frac-
tion expansion of the frequency ration5v/v0 between the
input oscillators.6,7 Thus, arithmetic enters in a natural way
into the frequency countings at the output of the detector.
Effects were also observed in the closed loop:~i! the phase
locked zone equals twice the open loop gain,~ii ! close to the
phase locked zone, the white frequency noise with Allan de-
viation proportional tot21/2 and the flicker pedestal of Allan
deviations transform into 1/f frequency noise of constant
Allan deviations̃, ~iii ! the levels̃ of the 1/f noise approxi-
mately scales with the open loop gainK and the beat fre-
quencyṽLF as s̃5sK/ṽLF . We could conclude that, either
the PLL setup behaves as a microscope of the flicker floors,
or the 1/f noise is a nonlinear dynamical property of the
PLL.8 We looked at a possible low dimensional structure of
the time series an found a stable embedding dimension lower
or equal to 4.9,10 But the dynamical model of 1/f noise still
remained elusive.3 In contrast 1/f noise may well be a prop-
erty of prime number distributions.6,11

In this letter it is shown that Adlers’s model12 of the PLL
correctly predicts the main features of the fundamental beat
note as well as the magnification of 1/f noise close to base
band. To explain the origin of 1/f noise we derive a more
general model accounting for the~sub!harmonics, which is

based on an Arnold map14 with a digital coupling coefficient
related to prime number theory.

For the experiments we used a quartz crystal~LO! oscil-
lator with a constant frequencyf 052pv055.0206 MHz, a
~rf! synthesizer of variable frequencyf 52pv, a balanced
mixer with Schottky diodes and a filter with a low pass fre-
quency equal to 10 kHz. The PLL was obtained by applying
the beat note to the voltage controlled rf oscillator. To a first
approximation the phase shiftu(t) between the two oscilla-
tors can be described from Adler’s model12

u̇~ t !1K sinu~ t !5vLF , ~1!

wherevLF5v(t)2v0 is the frequency shift of input oscil-
lators. We are interested in the resulting beat noteṽLF close
to phase locking that one derives from Eq.~1!:

ṽLF5~vLF
2 2K2!1/2. ~2!

Using differentiation with respect to the frequency shiftvLF

one easily obtains13

dṽLF5dvLF~11K2/ṽLF
2 !1/2. ~3!

Relation~2! is defined outside the mode locked zoneuvLFu
.K of width 2K; close to it, if the effective beat noteṽLF

<K, the square root term is aboutK/ṽLF . If one identifies
dvLF /ṽLF with the pedestal Allan deviations and
dṽLF /ṽLF with the magnified Allan deviations̃ we get the
announced result. In Fig. 1 we counted the instantantaneous
beat signal atṽLF.4.5 Hz with an open loop gain 40 Hz.
The time series was found to produce an almost constant
Allan deviation s̃ irrespective of the integration timet,
which is characteristic of a 1/f noise of power spectral den-
sity S( f )5s̃/(2 ln 2 f ). Varying ṽLF from 1 to 100 Hz at
constant gain we still found 1/f noise with a good fit of
relation~3! as shown in Fig. 2. Similarly we varied the gain
K from 2 Hz to 2 kHz and found the expected linear depen-
dance of the flicker floor as soon asK>ṽLF . It is now clear
that the model based on Adler’s equation correctly predicts
the amplitude of 1/f noise but fails to discover its origin.

If one accounts for the whole set of harmonics, the dif-
ferential equation for the phase shiftu̇(t;qi ,pi) at the har-
monic (pi ,qi) of beat frequency
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can be written as7

u̇~ t;qi ,pi !1qiH~P! (
r i ,si

K~r i ,si !sinF si

qi
u~ t;qi ,pi !

2
v0t

qi
~qir i2pisi !1u0~r i ,si !G5vLF~pi ,qi !. ~5!

Here the indexi in pi andqi indicates the continued fraction
expansionn5pi /qi at the level of approximationi imposed
by the resolution constraints in the experiment.6 The notation
K(r i ,si) means the effective gain at harmonicr i /si and
H(P), where the operatorP5d/dt is the open loop transfer
function. Solving Eq.~5! is a difficult task. It is enough here
to observe that the reference signal at frequencyv0 acts as a
periodic perturbation of the standard Adler’s model of the
PLL. If one neglects harmonic interactions, Eq.~5! simplifies
to the standard Arnold map model7

un115un12pV2c sinun , ~6!

whereV5v/v0 is the bare frequency ratio andc5K/v0 .
Such a nonlinear map is studied by introducing the winding
numbern5 limn→`(un2u0)/(2pn). The limit exists every-
where as long asc,1, the curven vs V is a devil’s staircase
~as shown in Fig. 3! with steps attached to rational values of
V5pi /qi and with width increasing with the coupling coef-
ficient c. The phase locking zones may overlap ifc.1 lead-
ing to chaos from quasiperiodicity.14

To appreciate the impact of harmonics on the coupling
coefficient one should observe that each harmonic of de-
nominatorqi leads to the same fluctuating frequencydvLF

5qidv(t). There aref(qi) of them, wheref(qi) is Euler
totient function, that is the number of integers less or equal
to qi and prime to it; the average coupling coefficient is thus
expected to be 1/f(qi).

15 We developed a more refined
model based on the properties of primes by defining the cou-
pling coefficient asc* 5cL(n;qi ,pi) with

L~n;qi ,pi !

5H ln b if n5bk, b a prime andn[pimod~qi !,

0 otherwise.

~7!

This means a nonzero coupling to harmonics at timesn
5pi1qi l , l integer whenevern is a power of a prime; the
coupling at the fundamental mode is the so-called von
Mangoldt functionL(n).16

According to the generalized Riemann hypothesis one
gets the average17

cav* /c5
1

t (
n51

t

L~n;qi ,pi !5
1

f~qi !
1e~ t !, ~8!

with e(t)50@ t21/2ln2(t)# which is a good approximation as
long asqi,At. A better estimate may also be obtained at
largerqi .17

For pi /qi51/1 the fluctuating term may be expressed in
terms of the zeros of the Riemann zeta functionz(s). The
trivial ones ats522l , l integer, connect to Bernouilli poly-
nomials; according to Riemann hypothesis~still unproved!,

FIG. 1. Beat frequency close to the phase locked zone 1/1 of a PLL (f 0

55 MHz). The power spectrum of these data has a pure 1/f dependance and
the Allan deviation is flat withs̃.0.0095.

FIG. 2. Allan deviations̃5dṽLF /ṽLF vs beat frequencyṽLF at constant
gain K540 Hz. A good fit of Eq.~3! is obtained~dotted line!.

FIG. 3. Phase locking steps for the Arnold map~plain line!, and lack of
phase locking steps for the Arnold–von Mangoldt map~dotted line!; cou-
pling coefficientc51.

FIG. 4. 1/f noise of the winding number in the Arnold–von Mangoldt map
(3) in comparison to the Arnold map (1); coupling coefficientc50.2,
frequency ratioV57/10.
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they are infinitely many nontrivial zeros at the critical line
s51/2 which are randomly distributed. In the general case of
the pi /qi harmonic,z(s) generalizes to a Dirichlet series.
One finds numerically that the power spectral density of the
fluctuating term looks like a 1/f noise.6

We have studied numerically phase locking properties of
mapping Eq.~6! with cav* as the coupling coefficient in place
of the standard onec. The more drastic effect is to prevent
the phase locking of the oscillators. Figure 3 shows that the
phase locking steps are removed. In addition the 1/f noise in
the power spectral density ofe(t) converts to 1/f noise in the
fluctuation of the frequency ration as shown in Fig. 4.

In conclusion the present theory relates 1/f noise to a
phase locking between two oscillators. The level of experi-
mental 1/f frequency noise follows Adler’s model of the
PLL. Assuming that the coupling coefficient of~sub!harmon-
ics is related to prime numbers, a model of 1/f amplitude and
frequency fluctuations is proposed. For another link between
number theory and physics see http://www.maths.ex.ac.uk/
;mwatkins/zeta/physics.htm.
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